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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

KINGS COUNTY

JUAN CARLOS NUNEZ,

Plaintiff,

Index No.



-againstATHLETES’ CAREERS ENHANCED AND

SECURED, INC., SAM LEVINSON, and SETH

LEVINSON,



SUMMONS



Defendants.

To Defendants:



ATHLETES’ CAREERS ENHANCED AND SECURED, INC.

188 Montague Street

Brooklyn, New York 11201

SAM LEVINSON

188 Montague Street

Brooklyn, New York 11201

SETH LEVINSON

188 Montague Street

Brooklyn, New York 11201



YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to serve upon Plaintiff’s attorney an answer

to the Complaint in this action within twenty (20) days after the service of this summons,

exclusive of the day of service (or within thirty (30) days after the service is complete if this

summons is not personally delivered to you within the State of New York). In case of your

failure to answer, judgment will be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the

Complaint. The basis of venue is Defendants’ principal office, and the parties’ agreement.
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Dated: New York, New York

February 12, 2018

SCHLAM STONE &amp; DOLAN LLP

By: ______/s_______________________

Jeffrey M. Eilender

Erik S. Groothuis

26 Broadway

New York, New York 10004

Telephone: (212) 344-5400

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

KINGS COUNTY

JUAN CARLOS NUNEZ,

Plaintiff,

Index No.



-againstATHLETES’ CAREERS ENHANCED AND

SECURED, INC., SAM LEVINSON, and SETH

LEVINSON,



COMPLAINT



Defendants.

Plaintiff Juan Carlos Nunez, for his complaint against Defendants Athletes’ Careers

Enhanced and Secured, Inc. (“ACES”), Sam Levinson, and Seth Levinson (collectively,

“Defendants”), alleges as follows:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1.



This is an action to obtain millions of dollars in commissions and other unpaid



fees wrongfully retained by Defendants, in plain breach of the parties’ contract and as a result of

their tortious conduct. Plaintiff was retained by Defendant ACES, one of the country’s most

prominent and successful sports agencies, to help ACES identify and sign promising baseball

players from the Dominican Republic, in exchange for a portion of the commissions received by

ACES.

2.



When Plaintiff signed his contract with Defendant ACES in 2006, he expected to



use his work ethic, connections, and charisma to succeed. Unbeknownst to Plaintiff when he

signed the agreement, ACES would demand far more than that. After he was hired, Plaintiff was

told that he had to do “whatever it took” to recruit and retain players as ACES clients. Plaintiff

came to learn that doing “whatever it took” meant violating criminal law in addition to the rules

of Major League Baseball (“MLB”) as well as its Players’ Union, including by making under-
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the-table payments to players and their friends and family, helping players obtain and use

performance-enhancing drugs (“PEDs”) to get bigger contracts, and ultimately engaging in an

elaborate coverup to hide the misconduct from MLB and its Players’ Union. All of this was

done at the direction and under the close supervision of Defendants, who formulated the scheme

and at all relevant times controlled Plaintiff’s participation in it.

3.



Defendants directed Plaintiff to engage in this misconduct every step of the way,



with each act by Plaintiff requiring Defendants’ approval. Defendants benefited handsomely

from their scheme by collecting agency fees from the contracts of the players described below,

and in many cases, continue to do so. But when their machinations to cover up the use of PEDs

by ACES client Melky Cabrera failed, Defendants threw Plaintiff under the proverbial bus to

protect their own reputation and minimize their own liability by forcing Plaintiff to take sole

responsibility for their misconduct.

4.



By their actions, ACES knowingly waived any provision of the parties’ written



agreement holding Plaintiff to certain standards of conduct. In fact, as a condition of Plaintiff’s

continued employment, Defendants required him to violate those standards. As a result, it is

inequitable, and a material breach of their agreement, for Defendant ACES to have received

millions in commissions from Plaintiff’s work, without paying him the portion to which he was

entitled under the agreement.

5.



Plaintiff, who pleaded guilty to his role in Defendants’ scheme and has already



paid his debt to society, can no longer stand silent while Defendants continue to reap the benefits

while evading responsibility for their misconduct. Through this action, Plaintiff will hold

Defendants accountable for the controlling role they played in their illegal scheme, as well as
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their failure to meet their contractual obligations to pay Plaintiff his fair share of the agency fees

Defendants kept for themselves.

6.



It should be noted that this is by no means the first time that Defendants have



been connected to PEDs in baseball. Numerous press reports have linked Defendants to MLB

players mentioned in the infamous 2007 Mitchell Report1 as having used PEDs, including former

ACES clients catcher Paul Lo Duca and left-handed pitcher William Michael Stanton.

7.



Further, former New York Mets clubhouse attendant Kirk Radomski has



confirmed in an affidavit that he regularly provided ACES clients with PEDs, with the

Defendants’ knowledge and approval. Radomski would pick up sealed white envelopes

containing cash from Defendant ACES at ACES’s offices as compensation for giving PEDs to

ACES clients.

8.



Thus, the fact that Defendants directed Plaintiff to provide their clients with PEDs



was part of a larger pattern and practice at ACES, a rogue agency that reaped millions of dollars

in fees by cheating the game of baseball.

PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE

9.



Plaintiff Juan Carlos Nunez is a natural person who resides in Florida. Defendant



ACES engaged Plaintiff to help identify and recruit professional baseball players as ACES

clients.

10.



Defendant ACES is a New York corporation headquartered at 188 Montague



Street in Kings County.

11.



Defendant Seth Levinson is the chief executive officer of ACES, who works out



of its offices in Kings County and resides in Richmond County.



1



This report resulted from an investigation into the use of PEDs in baseball by former U.S. Senator

George Mitchell.
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Defendant Sam Levinson is the president of ACES, who works out of its offices



in Kings County and resides in Richmond County.

13.



The Defendants maintain offices and conduct business in New York on a



systematic and continuous basis.

14.



Venue is appropriate pursuant to § 503 of the CPLR because Defendant ACES



resides in, and its principal office is located in, Kings County. Further, the parties’ contract

provides that actions against Defendants must be filed in Kings County.

BACKGROUND

A. Plaintiff’s Contract And Work For Defendants

15.



Plaintiff was introduced to Defendants by a mutual contact. When he first met



Defendants, he had no experience with the business side of baseball or working as an agent.

16.



Pursuant to an agreement executed on or about May 30, 2006 (the “Contract”),



Plaintiff was hired by Defendant ACES to represent the agency in signing baseball players from

the Dominican Republic. Under section 2 of the agreement, Plaintiff would receive 25% of any

fees ACES collected from the major league baseball contracts of the players Plaintiff signed for

ACES. The Contract provides that Defendant ACES remains responsible for paying Plaintiff his

share of ACES’s fees even after the Contract is terminated.

17.



While working at ACES, Plaintiff developed a close relationship with Defendant



Sam Levinson. Plaintiff and Defendant Sam Levinson traveled together frequently and spoke

almost every day, and frequently multiple times each day, during Plaintiff’s employ at ACES.

18.



Plaintiff was required to report regularly to Defendant Sam Levinson on all



matters pertaining to the players for whom Plaintiff was responsible, including how they were

performing on the field, how they were feeling off the field, what ailments they were suffering,

and the treatments they were receiving.

4
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Plaintiff had no authority to take any action with respect to his work for



Defendants without getting advance approval from Defendants Sam and Seth Levinson. In fact,

Defendants micro-managed Plaintiff: everything Plaintiff did vis-à-vis the ACES clients he

serviced had to be run by Defendants for approval. Plaintiff sought and received authorization

from Defendants every step of the way when interacting with ACES players.

20.



Plaintiff took no actions in respect of his work for Defendant ACES without



advance approval, including the actions described below. If he did not receive advance approval

for his actions, Defendants would have terminated him. He did not exercise discretion while

working for Defendants.

21.



Defendant Sam Levinson would frequently say that he and his brother Seth would



do “whatever it took” to get and keep players. Plaintiff came to understand that doing “whatever

it took” included violating the rules of MLB and its Players’ Association, as the examples in the

next section demonstrate. Defendants forced Plaintiff to allocate a substantial amount of his time

spent handling ACES clients to the improper activities described below.

22.



While the Contract provided (at section 1(a)(ii)) that Plaintiff “shall not make any



promises or provide anything of value for the purpose of inducing any professional baseball

player to become a client of ACES,” that provision was merely a fig leaf that Defendants

inserted in the hope that it might give them some cover. In fact, as the following examples

demonstrate, Defendants insisted that Plaintiff make promises to and/or otherwise compensate

players to become clients of ACES as a requirement of his work for Defendants.

B. Fernando Rodney

23.



For example, in 2009, ACES fought to keep pitcher Fernando Rodney as one of



the players it represented. Plaintiff had originally signed Rodney as an ACES client, but Rodney
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later left ACES for a competing agency. The two agencies became embroiled in a dispute over

who represented Rodney.

24.



Defendant Sam Levinson directed Plaintiff to fly to the Dominican Republic so



that he could talk to Rodney, as well as Rodney’s friends and family, to convince Rodney to

come back to ACES. When Plaintiff arrived there, he checked his email and saw a memo that

ACES had forwarded from the MLB Players’ Association.

25.



The Players’ Association memo instructed ACES and the competing agency to



avoid contact with Rodney until the Players’ Association could conduct its own investigation and

resolve the dispute between the agencies.

26.



After reviewing the memo, Plaintiff called Defendant Sam Levinson and asked



whether he should refrain from contacting Rodney in light of the contents of the memo.

Defendant Sam Levinson instructed Plaintiff to disregard the memo, and stated that he sent it

solely to cover ACES on paper. Defendant Sam Levinson told Plaintiff to “do whatever it takes”

to regain Rodney as an ACES client so that ACES could continue to earn commissions.

27.



When Plaintiff told Defendant Sam Levinson that it would take money to keep



Rodney as an ACES client, Defendant Sam Levinson instructed Plaintiff to “do it” (meaning, to

make payments to Rodney), even though such payments were improper kickbacks under the

rules of the MLB Players’ Union.

28.



Acting upon Defendant Sam Levinson’s instructions, Plaintiff met with Rodney’s



family and friends. At Defendants’ direction, Plaintiff made financial arrangements with them

and with Rodney to keep Rodney signed with ACES. Under the arrangement, Defendant ACES

would make regular payments to Rodney’ s family and friends out of the agency’s commissions.

The first payment was for $12,000 and the payments would continue until they would total 10%
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of the fees ACES received from Rodney’s MLB contracts. Once the arrangement was made,

Plaintiff called Defendant Sam Levinson and told him.

29.



Happy with the financial arrangement, Rodney agreed to return to ACES.



Plaintiff, acting at Defendants’ direction, made these improper “under the table” payments to

Rodney, his family and friends. Plaintiff would never have made these payments without being

directed by Defendants. In part, Plaintiff received Defendants’ advance authorization because he

wanted to be sure he would be reimbursed for the payments he made, as he could not afford to

pay them himself.

30.



Defendant ACES reimbursed Plaintiff for the Rodney payments, although in one



instance, ACES made the payment directly instead of using Plaintiff as the intermediary. In that

instance, Defendant Sam Levinson instructed Anna Domenech, a secretary at Defendant ACES,

to send a check directly to one of Rodney’s family members in the Dominican Republic.

31.



This arrangement continued for the next few years. When Rodney signed new



contracts, ACES continued to secretly pay his friends and family approximately 10% of its

commissions. The payments were typically made by Plaintiff paying Rodney as well as his

friends and family from moneys Defendant ACES provided to Plaintiff.

32.



Defendants’ payments violated the Major League Players’ Association



Regulations Governing Player Agents (“MLBPA Regulations”) § 5(B)(5).

C. Defendants become involved with Anthony Bosch and the Biogenesis clinic

33.



Anthony Bosch ran a clinic in Florida called Biogenesis. While he called himself



a doctor, he was not licensed to practice medicine. Bosch gave MLB players PEDs to improve

their performance.
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